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Abstract In this paper, a fuzzy Petri net (FPN) approach to modeling fuzzy rule-based reasoning is

proposed to determining confidence values for bases called in DNA sequencing. The proposed

approach is to bring DNA bases-called within the framework of a powerful modeling tool FPN.

The three input features in our fuzzy model-the height, the peakness, and the spacing of the first

most likely candidate (the base called) and the peakness and height for the second likely candidate

can be formulated as uncertain fuzzy tokens to determines the confidence values. The FPN compo-

nents and functions are mapped from the different type of fuzzy operators of If-parts and Then-

parts in fuzzy rules. The validation was achieved by comparing the results obtained with the

FPN model and fuzzy logic using the MATLAB Toolbox; both methods have the same reasoning

outcomes. Our experimental results suggest that the proposed models, can achieve the confidence

values that matches, of available software.
ª 2011 King Saud University. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
(R.I. Hamed), drsiahson@

y. Production and hosting by

Saud University.
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1. Introduction

A major challenge of modeling biological systems is that con-
ventional methods based on physical and chemical principles
require data that is difficult to accurately and consistently ob-

tain using either conventional biochemical or high throughput
technologies, which typically yield noisy, semi-quantitative
data (often in terms of a ratio rather than a physical quantity)

(Fitch and Sokhansanj, 2000). Various kinds of models have
been studied to express biological systems such as differential
equations (Novak et al., 1998; Chen et al., 1999), Boolean

networks (Liang et al., 1998; Akutsu et al., 1999), Petri Nets
(Matsuno et al., 2000, 2003; Fujita et al., 2004), Bayesian
networks (Husmeier, 2003) and artificial neural networks
(Vohradsky, 2002). The above-mentioned papers are dedicated

to the applications of different methods to genetic networks
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and show that these methods are suitable to model special
molecular biological systems.

The explosion in the number of genomic datasets generated

with tools such as high throughput DNA sequencing machines
and DNA microarrays has created a critical need for resources
that facilitate the interpretation of large-scale biological data.

A new mathematics and novel methodologies are required to
contribute to the conceptual or complex theoretical framework
in which biologists study organisms. One such tool is fuzzy lo-

gic that can satisfy the need for a conceptual framework and
provide a systematic and unbiased way to perform this
transformation.

Since fuzzy logic system has been successfully used in

various applications and large-scale complex systems exist
everywhere in our society, this encourages its complex applica-
tions that have large amounts of rules and require real-time re-

sponses. Petri net theory and fuzzy logic exhibit a graphical
and mathematical formalism to model, and simulate the bio-
logical systems. Fuzzy Petri net (PN) is a successful tool for

describing and studying information systems. Incorporating
the fuzzy logic with Fuzzy Petri nets has been widely used to
deal with fuzzy knowledge representation and reasoning (Raed

and Ahson, 2010; Lukas and Ralf, 2008; Chen et al., 1990;
Raed and Ahson, 2010). It has also proved to be a powerful
representation method for the reasoning of a rule-based sys-
tem. Such an approach is appropriate for the case where a state

of the modeled system corresponds to a marking of the associ-
ated FPN. The motivation for the development of the FPN
model is to fuse the benefits of fuzzy logic (i.e. effectively man-

age uncertain or corrupted inputs, natural linguistic structure,
etc.) with FPN techniques.

The advantages of using FPNs in fuzzy rule-based reason-

ing systems include (Chen et al., 1990; Bostan-Korpeoglu and
Yazici, 2007): (1) the graphical representation of FPNs model
can help to visualize the inference states and modify fuzzy rule

bases; (2) the analytic capability, which can express the
dynamic behavior of fuzzy rule-based reasoning. Evaluation
of markings is used to simulate the dynamic behavior of the
system. The explanation of how to reach conclusions is

expressed through the movements of tokens in FPNs
(Bostan-Korpeoglu and Yazici, 2007). The field of fuzzy Petri
nets may have an important impact in understanding how

biological systems work, giving at the same time a way to
describe, manipulate, and analyse them. Given the complexity
of systems begin studied, biologists need a modeling and

simulation framework to make sense of large-scale data and
intelligently design traditional bench-top experiments that
provide the most biological insight. Following its first applica-
tion of modeling the dynamic biological systems (Lukas and

Ralf, 2008), fuzzy Petri nets as a new tool for predicting the
confidence values for each base called in DNA sequencing
are investigated in this paper.

The method presented in this paper develops a fuzzy Petri
net model that can predict the confidence values for each base
called in DNA sequencing. This approach here utilizes the

information that is gathered at the base, for more information
(see Ressom et al., 2005). This includes information on the
height, peakness, and spacing of the base under consideration

and the next likely base. In order to validate our approach, we
compare our method to the fuzzy logic toolbox of MATLAB.
The comparison is made in terms of the confidence value mea-
sure of the bases called in DNA sequencing. The similarity that
we have discovered is that they both have the same
conclusions.

The organization of this paper is as follows: in Section 2,

fuzzy Petri nets are described. In Section 3, the formulation
of fuzzy sets and linguistic variables are presented. In Section
4, we explain the details of methods of modeling DNA bases

called together with fuzzy Petri net as a new tool for modeling
DNA bases called are investigated in this paper. Section 5 de-
scribes the experimental and simulation results. Finally, we

presented the conclusions of our model in Section 6.
2. Fuzzy Petri nets

2.1. Formal definition of fuzzy Petri nets

Chen et al. (1990) presented a new knowledge representation
by means of fuzzy Petri nets (FPN). A fuzzy Petri net model
allows a structural representation of knowledge and has got
a systematic procedure for supporting the fuzzy reasoning pro-

cess (Raed and Ahson, 2010). Formally, a fuzzy Petri net struc-
ture is defined as follows (Chen et al., 1990):

The tuple FPN= (P,T,D,I,O,F,a,b) is called a fuzzy Petri

net if:

1. P = {p1,p2, . . . ,pn} is a finite set of places, corresponding to
the propositions of FPRs;

2. T = {t1, t2, . . . , tn} is a finite set of transitions, P \ T =Ø ,
corresponding to the execution of FPRs;

3. D= {d1,d2, . . . ,dn} is a finite set of propositions of FPRs.
P \ T \ D =Ø, ŒPŒ = ŒDŒ, di (i= 1,2, . . . ,n) denotes the
proposition that interprets fuzzy linguistic variables, such
as: very low, low, lnorm , eug , hnorm, as in our model;

4. I: P · T fi {0,1} is an n · m input incidence matrix defining
the directed arcs from propositions (P) to rules (T).
I(pi, tj) = 1, if there is a directed arc from pi to tj, and

I(pi, tj) = 0; if there is no directed arcs from pi to tj, for
i= 1,2, . . . ,n, and j = 1,2, . . . ,m.

5. O: P · T fi {0,1} is an n · m is an output incidence matrix

defining the directed arcs from rules to propositions.
O(pi, tj) = 1, if there is a directed arc from tj to pi, and
O(pi, tj) = 0; if there is no directed arcs from tj to pi, for
i= 1,2, . . . ,n, and j = 1,2, . . . ,m.

6. F= {l1,l2, . . . ,lm} where li denotes the certainty factor
(CF = li) of Ri , which indicates the reliability of the rule
Ri, and li 2 [0,1];

7. a: P fi [0,1] is the function which assigns a token value
between zero and one to each place;

8. b: P fi D is an association function, a bijective mapping

from a set of places to a set of propositions.

Moreover, this model can be enhanced by including a

function Th : T fi [0,1] which assigns a threshold value
Th(tj) = kj 2 [0,1] to each transition tj, where j = 1, . . . ,m.
Further more, a transition is enabled and can be fired in
FPN models when values of tokens in all input places of the

transition are greater than its threshold.
A token value in place pi 2 P is denoted by a(pi) 2 [0,1],

a(pi) = yi, yi 2 [0,1] and b(pi) = di. This states that the degree

of the truth of proposition di is yi. A transition ti is enabled if
"pi 2 I(ti), yi > 0. If this transition ti is fired, tokens are re-
moved from input places I(ti) and a token is deposited onto
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Figure 2 Tapy-3 fussy rule representation in FRPNs. (a) Before

firing transitions, (b) after firing transitions.
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each of the output places O(ti). This token’s membership value
to the place pk, (i.e. yk = a(pk)), is part of the token and gets
calculated within the transition function. It is easy to see that

CF 2 [0,1]. If CF = 1 then we will say that a given rule is
deterministic. Otherwise (i.e., if CF < 1), we will say that the
given rule is non-deterministic. In a fuzzy Petri net, different

types of rules can be represented. The general ones are:

1. A simple fuzzy production rule:

IF di THEN dk (CFj = f(tj));
2. A composite conjunctive rule:

IF d1 AND d2 AND . . . AND dj THEN dk (CFj = f(tj));
3. A composite disjunctive rule:

IF d1 OR d2 OR . . . OR dj THEN dk (CFj = f(tj));
Type 1. A simple fuzzy production rule. I(tJ) = {pi},
O(tj) = {pi}, f(tj) = CF, b(pi) = di and a(pi) > 0,
where 1 6 i, k P n and 1 6 j P m. It means that
the degree of truth of the proposition b(pi) = di in

this place pi is equal a(pi). Moreover, if the threshold
value for the transition tj is given, the transition tj
can be fired if only a(pi) > kj (in otherwise this tran-

sition can always be fired). After firing the transition
tj, a(pk) = a(pi) · CF.

Type 2. A composite conjunctive rule. I(tj) = P =

{p1,p2, . . . ,pl}, O(tj) = pk, f(tj) = CF, b(P) =
[d1,d2, . . . ,dl] and a(P) = [a(p1),a(p2), . . . ,a(pn)],
where 1 6 l, k P n and 1 6 j P m. After firing the

transitiontj : a(pk) = min16i6la(pi) · CF.
Type 3. A composite disjunctive rule I(tj) = P =

{p1,p2, . . . ,pl}, O(tj) = pk, f(tj) = CF, b(P) =
[d1,d2, . . . ,dl] and a(P) = [a(p1),a(p2), . . . ,a(pn)],
where 1 6 l, k P n and 1 6 j P m. After firing the
transitiontj : a(pk) = max16i6la(pi) · CF.

As an example of reasoning rules, we give the Type-2 and
Type-3 models in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively.

The certainty factor (CF= li) value is designed to reflect

the way the experts think (Qu and Shirai, 2003). In this article,
assuming that the belief strength of a fuzzy rule assigned by
human expert is CF= 1, which represents that the fuzzy rule

is completely believable, and denoted by a composite conjunc-
tive rule.
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Figure 1 Tapy-2 fussy rule representation inFRPNs. (a) Before

firing transitions and (b) after firing transitions.
2.2. Fuzzy Petri net model

The Mamdani fuzzy inference system (Mamdani and Assilian,
1975) was proposed as the first attempt to control a steam en-
gine and boiler combination by a set of linguistic control rules
obtained from experienced human operators. The output

membership functions of Mamdani models are fuzzy sets,
which can incorporate linguistic information into the model.
The computational approach described in this paper is Mam-

dani fuzzy Petri net (MFPN) that is able to overcome the
drawbacks specific to pure Petri nets.

Fuzzy models describing dynamic processes compute the

states x(t+ 1), at a time instant t+ 1, from the information
of the inputs x(t) and u(t), at time instant t:

xðtþ 1Þ ¼ fðxðtÞ; uðtÞÞ; ð1Þ

where f(Æ) is a fuzzy model with the structure shown in Fig. 3.

In the input Layer (Layer 1), as shown in the next equation no
calculation is done in this layer. Each node, which corresponds
to the inputs, x(t) and u(t), only transmits input value to the
next layer directly. The certainty factor of the transitions in

this layer is unity.

Oð1Þ ¼ xðtÞ; uðtÞ; ð2Þ

where x(t) and u(t) are the expression value of the ith gene at
time instant t, and O

ð1Þ
i is the ith output of layer 1. Nodes in

layer 2 are called input term nodes. Where the values of the in-

puts, x(t) and u(t), and the outputs, x(t + 1), can be assigned
linguistic labels, e.g., ‘low-expressed’ (L), ‘medium-expressed’
(M), and ‘high-expressed ’ (H). The output link of layer 2, rep-

resented as the membership value, specifies the degree to which
the input value belongs to the respective label. Linguistic rules
can be formulated that connect the linguistic labels for x(t) and
u(t) via an IF-part, called an antecedent of a rule and the

THEN-part, also called a consequent of the rule which deter-
mines the resulting linguistic label for x(t + 1). The structure
of a single rule can thus be presented as follows:

IF (x(t) is Ax(t)) AND (u(t) is Au(t)), THEN (x(t + 1) is
Ax(k+1)), where Ax(t), Au(t), and Ax(t+1) are the linguistic labels
for x(t), u(t), and x(t+ 1), respectively, generated for the data

points. The antecedent defines the condition, and the conse-
quent – the conclusion which will be implemented if the condi-
tion is true. The antecedent membership functions are the

membership functions appearing in the IF-part of the rule in
layer 2 and the consequent membership functions are the mem-
bership functions appearing in the THEN-part in layer 4. As
shown in the following equation, membership functions are

represented as Trapezoidal form.



Figure 3 Fuzzy layer structure of mamdani fuzzy Petri net with x(t), u(t) inputs and x(t+ 1) output.
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Oð2Þ ¼ lAðxÞ ¼

0;

ðx� aÞ=ðb� aÞ;
1;

ðd� xÞ=ðd� cÞ;
0;

x � a;

a � x � b;

b � x � c;

c � x � d;

d � x;

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

ð3Þ

where lA refers to the degree to which xbelongs to the linguis-

tic label A and the parameters {a,b,c,d} (with a< b< c < d)
determine the x coordinates of the four corners of the underly-
ing trapezoidal membership function.

Nodes in layer 3 are called rule based nodes. A node in this
layer combines the antecedent part of a fuzzy rule using a T-
norm operation. We use the AND operation on each rule node

as minimum operation. The output of each node represents the
firing strength of the corresponding fuzzy rule.

Nodes in layer 4 are called output term nodes and this layer
is called the consequent layer. Each output term node repre-

sents a fuzzy set (described by a Trapezoidal function) ob-
tained by fuzzy Petri net structure. Different nodes in layer 3
may be connected to a same node in this layer, meaning that

the same consequent is specified for different rules. The func-
tion of each output term node performs the following fuzzy
OR operation:

Oð4Þ ¼
X
i

t
ð4Þ
i : ð4Þ

In the following equation, the symbol t
ð4Þ
i denotes the ith input

of a node in the 4th layer. To integrate the fired rules which

have the same consequent part. The above fuzzy OR operation
is a modified bounded sum operation in fuzzy theory (Raed
and Ahson, 2010).

Each node in layer 5 is called an output linguistic node and
corresponds to one output linguistic variable. This layer per-
forms the defuzzification operation. The nodes in this layer
together with the links attached to them accomplish this task.
We need to find the crisp output of layer 5 by finding the ‘‘cen-
ter of gravity’’ method as the defuzzification using the output

of the node in layer 4:

Oð5Þ ¼
P

iO
ð4Þ
i yiP

iO
ð4Þ
i

; ð5Þ

where the symbol O
ð4Þ
i denotes the node output in layer 4, and

yi, is the center of the membership function of the term of the

output linguistic variable. We apply the center-of-gravity
method because the aggregate implication results in a new fuz-
zy output set, while in fact we need a single crisp output.

Applying the maximumoperation to all the resulting implica-
tions performs the aggregation. The linguistic terms of input
and output nodes and the centers of the membership functions
of linguistic terms (Trapezoidal membership functions em-

ployed here) should be correctly determined in order for the
fuzzy inference system to produce corresponding outputs
according to inputs in training data.
3. Formulation of fuzzy sets and linguistic variables

Using the IF-THEN statements, the estimation procedure for

the FPN model can be described by the following two step pro-
cess. (1) Evaluate the antecedent proposition: fuzzy member-
ship functions are used to determine the extent by which

each antecedent (IF) ‘‘fires’’. (2) Evaluate the consequent prop-
osition: the ‘‘fired’’ consequents (THEN) are aggregated into
predictions for the outputs. Before the above steps can be dis-

cussed in detail, the fuzzy membership function is discussed.
The input variables of the antecedent proposition consid-

ered for the fuzzy rule include the height (Hcalled and H2nd),
peakness (Pcalled and P2nd), and spacing (ŒDSpreviousŒ and Œ
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DSnextŒ) for more information (see Ressom et al., 2005). The
output variables of the fuzzy reasoning include the confidence
value of DNA bases called. In reference to Ressom et al.

(2005), the fuzzy linguistic terms and trapezoidal membership
function for our fuzzy Petri net models are included in the fuz-
zy rule and illustrated in Fig. 4.

Any input value can be described through a combination of
membership values in the linguistic fuzzy sets. Note that incor-
poration of linguistic fuzzy sets provides a tool for natural

computing (Zadeh, 1975; Zadeh et al., 2002) as the resulting
system is capable of reasoning like human. In order to measure
these input and output metadata universally, we normalize
them into the same standard scale of [0,1]. The values of lin-

guistic variables are fuzzified to obtain the membership degree
by membership function. For example, llow_Pcalled =
(0.35) = 0.5, lmedium_Pcalled = (0.35) = 0.5, means the value,

0.35 belongs to medium with confidence value (i.e. truth de-
gree) of 50% while 50% belongs to low. That is, a 3-d member-
ship vector for the fuzzy sets low, medium, and high

corresponding to fuzzy peaknesses (Pcalled) is generated and
is given by:

VPcalled ¼ ½lflat Pcalled; lmedium Pcalled; lsharp Pcalled�T: ð6Þ

Similarly, peaknesses (P2nd), height (Hcalled), height (H2nd),
spacing (DSnext), and spacing (DSprevious) are defined as:

VP2nd ¼ lflat P2nd; lmedium P2nd; lsharp P2nd

� �T
;

VHcalled ¼ lvlow Hcalled; llow Hcalled; lmedium Hcalled; lhigh Hcalled; lvhigh Hcalled

� �T
;

VH2nd ¼ lvlow H2nd; llow H2nd; lmedium H2nd; lhigh H2nd; lvhigh H2nd

� �T
;

VDSnext ¼ lsmall DSnext; lmedium DSnext; llarge DSnext

� �T
;

VDSprevious ¼ lsmall DSprevious;lmedium DSprevious;llarge DSprevious

� �T
:

Figure 4 Trapezoidal membership functions of the fuz
4. Methods and modeling of DNA bases called

4.1. Methods

DNA sequencing analysis software, commonly known as base-
callers, process the raw data of the trace and estimates the

most likely set of bases in the original DNA sample (Berno,
1996). In principle, the DNA sequence can be obtained from
the electropherogram by associating each dominant peak with

the corresponding base type and by preserving the order of the
peaks. The term DNA sequencing usually refers to the process
of determining the ordered sequence of bases which constitutes
the genetic code. Four different bases (nucleotide types) are

present in a DNA strand: adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine
(G), and thymine (T) (Genome Project Information, xxxx).
The most widely used base-caller today is Phred program

(Ewing et al., 1998). Phred uses a four-phase procedure to
determine the sequence of bases in a segment of DNA. The
Phred program is used to call the bases in the raw trace files

generated by automated sequencing machines (more informa-
tion about Phred see Ewing et al., 1998).

The examine trace features used in Phred base calling sys-
tem include the following:

1. Peak spacing: this feature is the ratio of the largest peak-to-
peak ratio to the smallest peak-to-peak ratio within a win-

dow of seven peaks.
2. Uncalled/called ratio: this feature is the ratio of the

amplitudes of the largest uncalled peak to the smallest called

peak.
3. Uncalled/called ratio2: the only difference between the sec-

ond and third features is the window size used, which was

seven and three peaks respectively.
4. Peak resolution: this final feature is the number of bases

between the current base and the next unresolved base (in
the phred system an unresolved base call is labeled with

an N).
zy variables, ‘‘peakness’’, ‘‘height’’, and ‘‘spacing’’.
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Many biological processes and objects are intrinsically fuz-
zy as their properties and behaviors contain uncertainty infor-
mation. The applications of fuzzy logic are ideal to describe

some biological processes/objects and provide good tools for
many bioinformatics problems. Recently, there has been effort
to address base-calling in sound modeling framework (Ressom

et al., 2005) in order to improve the accuracy and base confi-
dence value estimation. Ressom et al. (2005) develop a fuzzy
logic algorithm that can predict the confidence values for each
base called in DNA sequencing. However, this technique uti-

lizes the information that is gathered at the base. This includes
information on the height, peakness, and spacing of the base
under consideration and the next likely base. In particular

we refer to the DNA bases called process known as fuzzy logic
method. Following its first application of fuzzy logic to devel-
op confidence measure for assessing the accuracy of DNA

bases called (Ressom et al., 2005), fuzzy Petri net as a new tool
for modeling DNA bases called are investigated in this paper.

4.2. Fuzzy Petri net approach to modeling for DNA bases called

Fig. 5 shows an overview of the fuzzy modeling process. This
schematic indicates the components that have to be defined for
our application, including three inputs considered in the model

Peakness, Height, and Spacing by which the fuzzy Confidence
value can be inferred in terms of five degrees very low (VL),
low (L), medium (M), high (H), and very high (VH).

Procedure FPN presented below to predict the confidence
value of the three fuzzy sub-systems (i.e. fuzzy Peakness, fuzzy
Height, and fuzzy Spacing). When implemented, a FPN, can

be used as an inference engine of the main fuzzy system
Figure 5 Block diagram of fuzzy
comprises of four models, namely, (i) the FPN peakness
modle, (ii) the FPN height module, (iii) the FPN spacing mod-
el, and (iv) the FPN main system model. After the construction

of the FPN model is over, we initialize the beliefs (truth degree)
of the propositions/predicates mapped at the appropriate
places. The implementation of a FPN is realized by firing tran-

sitions (rules). A transition t fires instantly as soon as it is en-
abled. Transitions (T) is enabled if all its input places have
tokens whose truth degrees are greater than or equal their

thresholds. For the antecedent-consequent pairs of each rule,
a transition is created and the connectivity between the ante-
cedent parts and the transition, and connectivity between the
transition and the consequent parts are established following

the rules. After a rule is encoded as part of the fuzzy Petri
net, it is discarded from the set of rules. The process described
above is repeated for each rule. The procedure terminates

when all the rules have been encoded into corresponding
place-transition-arc triplets. However the degrees of truth of
antecedent parts are given, we want to compute the degrees

of truth of consequent parts. Based on the concepts of FPN
we presented the following procedure for computation of the
subsystems of the Fig. 6(a)–(c).

STEP 1: Enter the required variables (Peakness, Height, and
Spacing) for the fuzzy rule in the model.

STEP 2: According to the trapezoidal formula calculate the

membership degree of the proposition of variables.
STEP 3: Calculate the firing strength by the composition

AND operator (MIN).

STEP 4: Calculate the maximum firing strength by the com-
position OR operator (MAX).
inference reasoning structure.



Figure 6 Instances of modeling fuzzy production rules of (a) a

peaknees subsystem, (b) a height subsystem, and (c) a spacing

subsystem – by a fuzzy Petri net.
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STEP 5: Calculate a conclusion of the output for each sub-

system by defuzzyfication formula.

In this paper, the implication relationship of the antecedent

and consequent proposition in fuzzy Petri net models is used
to establish the elements for fuzzy rules follow the Mamdani
model (Mamdani and Assilian, 1975). As we have show in
Fig. 5 it is possible to compute the firing composition as follows:

R1 = Low(Peakness) AND VLow(Height) AND
Low(Spacing) Then VLow(Confidence),

R2 = Low(Peakness) AND VLow(Height) AND
Medium(Spacing) Then VLow(Confidence),
R3 = Low(Peakness) AND VLow(Height) AND

High(Spacing) Then VLow(Confidence),
..
.

R44= High(Peakness) AND VHigh(Height) AND
Medium(Spacing) Then VHigh(Confidence),

R45 = High(Peakness) AND VHigh(Height) AND
High(Spacing) Then VHigh(Confidence),

4.3. Fuzzy Petri nets for variables modeling

As illustrated in Fig. 6, the models of Peakness, Height, and

Spacing are used to describe the fuzzy inference reasoning sys-
tem. Fig. 6(a) shows the contents of the fuzzy production rules
in the peakness model. Fig. 6(b) shows of the contents of the

fuzzy production rules in the height model. Fig. 6(c) shows
the contents of the fuzzy production rules in the spacing model
by means of the FPNs technique. The properties of the prop-
osition set of places and the firing transitions for peaknees,

height, and spacing are described as follows:

(1) Pcalled, P2nd, Hcalled, H2nd, DSnext and DSprevious: repre-

sents the ‘‘input data’’. Each place has an input variable.
(2) The first transition: represents the ‘‘membership func-

tion’’ transition of input information. It represents the

transition distribution of linguistic variables for each
antecedent proposition of a rule.

(3) Flat, Medium, Sharp, VLow, Low, High, VHigh, Small,

and Large: represents the ‘‘membership degree’’ place of
input information.

(4) Tpeakness = (t1, t2, . . . , t9), Theight = (t1, t2, . . . , t24), and
Tspasing = (t1, t2, . . . , t9): represents the ‘‘firing strength’’

transition of the activated fuzzy rules. It is calculated
by the composition operator MIN.

(5) VLow, Low, High, Medium, and VHigh: represents the

value of a ‘‘consequent proposition’’ place. Each place
with a token represents the value of a consequent prop-
osition of a fuzzy rule. It is calculated by the composi-

tion operator MAX of the activated rules with the
highest firing strength.

(6) The value of a consequent proposition of the winning
fuzzy rule from the available rules in each model is cal-

culated by the centroid of the aggregate.
(7) Peakness, Height, and Spacing: is a ‘‘final decision-mak-

ing’’ place. Each place with a token represents the final

result from each subsystem.

Transitions for each rule in the models represent the firing

strength of the rule, uses the fuzzy operator ‘‘AND’’ or ‘‘OR’’
to perform MIN or MAX composition operation. For exam-
ple, with the peakness model we have the following MIN rules:

R1(t1) =MIN(lFlat (Pcalled), lFlat (P2nd)).
R2(t2) =MIN(lFlat (Pcalled), lMed (P2nd)).
R3(t3) =MIN(lFlat (Pcalled), lSharp (P2nd)).
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..

.

R9(t9) = MIN(lSharp (Pcalled), lSharp (P2nd)).

The reasoning steps for each model are described as

follows.

Algorithm 1. The reasoning algorithm for confidence value
prediction

STEP 1: The knowledge base is described by rules for problem of

the confidence value prediction for bases called in DNA sequencing.

STEP 2: The fuzzy Petri net of rules in the knowledge base is

modeled.

STEP 3: Enter the required variables (Pcalled and P2nd of Peakness

model, Hcalled and H2nd of Height model, and DSnext and DSprevious

of DSpacing model) for each fuzzy Petri net model.

STEP 4: According to the Trapezoidal formula calculate the

membership degree of the proposition of variables.

STEP 5: Calculate the firing strength by the composition AND

operator (MIN).

STEP 6: Calculate the maximum firing strength by the composition

OR operator (MAX).

STEP 7: Calculate a conclusion of the output for each sub-system

by defuzzyfication formula.

STEP 8: Then the value of the defuzzyfication of Peakness, Height,

and DSpacing models corresponding to the confidence value.
5. Experimental and simulation results

As shown in Fig. 6(a)–(c), the fuzzy rule base of the reasoning

process as a part in the main system to determine the confidence
value is constructed of three models. Here we describe existing
variables (peakness, height, and spacing) following the method
(Ressom et al., 2005) which has been used for comparative anal-

ysis. The fuzzy membership functions of these input variables
are described in Fig. 2. We input a crisp data (i.e. Pcalled, P2nd,
Hcalled, H2nd, DSnext and DSprevious) into those corresponding

membership functions, and get the membership degree for all
variables as listed in the fourth column of Table 1. To explain
our method a part of a DNA sequence that involves six bases

(ATCTCG) is presented as listed in the third column of Table
1. Table 1 shows the Pcalled, P2nd, Hcalled, H2nd, DSnext and
DSprevious for the six bases. For example, for the base G the nor-

malized value for each input data as follows: Pcalled = 1,
P2nd = 0.62; Hcalled = 0.98, H2nd = 0.49; DSnext = 0.28, and
DSprevious = 0.3. The membership degrees of these input data
are calculated by Trapezoidal membership functions. These

membership function value can be used as the truth degree of
each antecedent proposition in our FPN models. For example,
with base G the truth degree of the proposition listed as:

Peakness base G Height base G Spasing base G

lFlatðPcalledÞ¼ 0 lVLowðHcalledÞ¼ 0 lSmallðDSnextÞ¼ 1

lMediumðPcalledÞ¼ 0 lLowðHcalledÞ¼ 0 lMediumðDSnextÞ¼ 0

lSharpðPcalledÞ¼ 1 lMediumðHcalledÞ¼ 0 lLargeðDSnextÞ¼ 0

lFlatðP2ndÞ¼ 0 lHighðHcalledÞ¼ 0 lSmallðDSPreviousÞ¼ 1

lMediumðP2ndÞ¼ 0:8 lVHighðHcalledÞ¼ 1 lMediumðDSPreviousÞ¼ 0

lsharpðP2ndÞ¼ 0:2 lVLowðH2ndÞ¼ 0 lLargeðDSPreviousÞ¼ 0

lLowðH2ndÞ¼ 0:1

lMediumðH2ndÞ¼ 0:9

lHighðH2ndÞ¼ 0

lVHighðH2ndÞ¼ 1
For each input data the firing strength of each activated
rule is calculated by the MIN and MAX composition operator,
respectively. It yields

Peakness base G

FR1 : MINð0; 0Þ ¼ 0;

FR2 : MINð0; 0:8Þ ¼ 0;

FR3 : MINð0; 0:2Þ ¼ 0;

FR4 : MINð0; 0Þ ¼ 0;

FR5 : MINð0; 0:8Þ ¼ 0;

FR6 : MINð0; 0:2Þ ¼ 0;

FR7 : MINð1; 0Þ ¼ 0;

FR8 : MINð1; 0:8Þ ¼ 0:8;

FR9 : MINð1; 0:2Þ ¼ 0:2;

Low: MAX(FR1,FR2,FR3,FR6) = MAX(0,0,0,0) = 0,
Medium: MAX(FR5,FR9) = MAX(0,0.2) = 0.2, High:

MAX(FR4,FR7,FR8 ) = MAX(0,0,0.8) = 0.8.
Height base G

FR1 : MINð0; 0Þ ¼ 0; FR14 : MINð0; 0Þ ¼ 0;

FR2 : MINð0; 0:1Þ ¼ 0; FR15 : MINð0; 0Þ ¼ 0;

FR3 : MINð0; 0:9Þ ¼ 0; FR17 : MINð0; 0:1Þ ¼ 0;

FR4 : MINð0; 0Þ ¼ 0; FR18 : MINð0; 0:9Þ ¼ 0;

FR5 : MINð0; 0Þ ¼ 0; FR19 : MINð0; 0Þ ¼ 0;

FR6 : MINð0; 0Þ ¼ 0; FR19 : MINð0; 0Þ ¼ 0;

FR7 : MINð0; 0:1Þ ¼ 0; FR21 : MINð1; 0Þ ¼ 0;

FR8 : MINð0; 0:9Þ ¼ 0; FR22 : MINð1; 0:1Þ ¼ 0:1;

FR9 : MINð0; 0Þ ¼ 0; FR23 : MINð1; 0:9Þ ¼ 0:9;

FR10 : MINð0; 0Þ ¼ 0; FR24 : MINð1; 0Þ ¼ 0;

FR11 : MINð0; 0Þ ¼ 0; FR25 : MINð1; 0Þ ¼ 0;

FR12 : MINð0; 0:1Þ ¼ 0;

FR13 : MINð0; 0:9Þ ¼ 0;

VLow: MAX(FR2, FR3, FR4, FR5, FR7, FR8, FR9,
FR10, FR13, FR14, FR15, FR19, FR20, FR25) =

MAX(0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) = 0,
Low: MAX(FR1,FR6,FR12,FR18,FR24) =MAX(0,0,0,

0,0) = 0, Medium: MAX(FR11,FR17) =MAX(0,0) = 0,
High: MAX(FR16,FR23) = MAX(0,0.9) = 0.9 VHigh:

MAX(FR21,FR22) = MAX(0,0.1) = 0.1

Spacing base G

FR1 : MINð1; 1Þ ¼ 1;

FR2 : MINð1; 0Þ ¼ 0;

FR3 : MINð1; 0Þ ¼ 0;

FR4 : MINð0; 1Þ ¼ 0;

FR5 : MINð0; 0Þ ¼ 0;

FR6 : MINð0; 0Þ ¼ 0;

FR7 : MINð1; 1Þ ¼ 0;

FR8 : MINð1; 0Þ ¼ 0:8;

FR9 : MINð1; 0Þ ¼ 0:2;

Low: MAX(FR6,FR8,FR9) =MAX(0,0,0) = 0, Medium:
MAX(FR3,FR5,FR7) =MAX(0,0,0) = 0, High: MAX(FR1,

FR2,FR4) = MAX(1,0,0) = 1,
According to the result of max composition operation the

defuzzification of output is used to make a final decision. We



Table 1 Membership function degree of the bases value.

Variables Input data Bases Membership function value

A T C T C G Flat Medium Sharp

Peakness Pcalled 1.0 1.0 0.8 1.0 0.93 1.0 A. 0.0 0.0 1

T. 0.0 0.0 1

C. 0.0 0.0 1

T. 0.0 0.0 1

C. 0.0 0.0 1

G. 0.0 0.0 1

P2nd 0.37 0.48 0.84 0.72 0.68 0.62 A. 0.3 0.7 0.0

T. 0.0 1 0.0

C. 0.0 0.0 1

T. 0.0 0.0 1

C. 0.0 0.2 0.8

G. 0.0 0.8 0.2

VLow Low Med High VHigh

Height Hcalled 0.9 1.0 0.63 0.98 0.7 0.98 A. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1

T. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1

C. 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.3 0.0

T. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1

C. 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0.0

G. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1

H2nd 0.58 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.53 0.49 A. 0.0 0.0 1 0.0 0.0

T. 0.0 1 0.0 0.0 0.0

C. 0.0 0.0 1 0.0 0.0

T. 0.0 0.0 1 0.0 0.0

C. 0.0 0.0 1 0.0 0.0

G. 0.0 0.1 0.9 0.0 0.0

Small Med Large

Spacing DSnext 0.3 0.3 0.28 0.28 0.3 0.28 A. 1 0.0 0.0

T. 1 0.0 0.0

C. 1 0.0 0.0

T. 1 0.0 0.0

C. 1 0.0 0.0

G. 1 0.0 0.0

DSprevious 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.28 0.28 0.3 A. 1 0.0 0.0

T. 1 0.0 0.0

C. 1 0.0 0.0

T. 1 0.0 0.0

C. 1 0.0 0.0

G. 1 0.0 0.0
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adopt the ‘‘center of gravity’’ method in Negnevitsky (2002) to
solve this problem. Then, the defuzzification of peakness,
height, and spacing is calculated as Peakness = 0.76, Height =

0.76, and Spacing = 0.82 by the centroid of the aggregate
output membership function in the each FPNs model. Follow-
ing the steps of the reasoning process, the final winning rule in

Peakness FPN model is FR8 (IF Pcalled is Sharp and P2nd is
Medium THEN the Peakness is High), which indicates that
the ‘‘Peakness is High’’, in the Height FPNModel the final win-

ning rule is FR23 (IF Hcalled is VeryHigh and H2nd is Medium
THEN the Height is High), which indicates the ‘‘Height is
High’’, and in the Spacing FPN Model the final winning rule
is FR1 (IFDSnextis Small and DSpreviousis Small THEN the

Spacing is High), which indicates the ‘‘Spacing is High’’.
These peakness, height, and spacing values are then im-

ported to the antecedent propositions in the main system mod-

el to determine the confidence value Fig. 5. The fuzzy rules of
main system are aggregated and defuzzied to have a crisp value
of confidence value = 0.75. By calculating the centroid, which
indicates the rule FR42 (IF Peakness is High and Height is High
and Spacing is High THEN the Confidence value is High) is the

winner.
The Mamdani fuzzy method of the MATLAB tools is also

used to compare the inference results under the same condi-

tions (same inputs, same linguistic values, and same ranges).
As shown in Fig. 7(a), the fuzzy rules of peakness are aggre-
gated and defuzzied to have a crisp value of Peakness = 0.76.

By calculating the centroid, which indicates the rule FR8 is the
winner. In reference to the consequent proposition of FR8,
‘‘Peakness is High’’ is thus inferred for peakness FPN model.
In Fig. 7(b) a crisp value of Height = 0.761, where the rule

FR23 is the winner. In reference to the consequent proposition
of FR23, ‘‘Height is High’’ is thus inferred for Height FPN
model. In Fig. 7(c) a crisp value of Spacing = 0.826 is calcu-

lated, which indicates the rule FR1 is the winner. In reference
to the consequent proposition of FR1, ‘‘Spacing is High’’ is



Figure 7 Final decision of (a) a peaknees model, (b) a height model, (c) a spacing model, and (d) a confidence value.

Table 2 Confidence values for the bases called.

A T C T C G

Peakness 0.819 0.826 0.5 0.5 0.569 0.76

Height 0.75 0.925 0.192 0.75 0.35 0.761

Spacing 0.826 0.826 0.826 0.826 0.826 0.826

Confidence 0.75 0.925 0.124 0.75 0.35 0.75
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thus inferred for Spacing FPN model. In Fig. 7(d) a crisp value
of confidence value = 0.75 is calculated.

Through the comparative study between the methods with
the inferred results, both methods have the same reasoning
outcomes. While the FPN model clearly shows this distinction

in its confidence value, Phred’s quality value provides exactly
the opposite. This shows an inconsistency in the assignment
of confidence values or quality values by Phred. The Table 2

shows the output data of the all variables and confidence val-
ues for the bases called. Using our FPN model, we can say that
similar observations can be made for other bases. Comparing
the results of the based-calling estimation between the FPN

model and the FL model, the similarity that we have discov-
ered is that they both have a same results and a high level of
agreement for the based-calling.
6. Conclusion

This paper, introduce a FPN model for fuzzy rule based rea-
soning. The fuzzy set theory and the fuzzy production rule

method are used to establish the fuzzy rules for the confidence
value prediction of the bases called in DNA sequencing. This
includes the transformation of fuzzy rules into FPN, together
with their reasoning. The motivation for using fuzzy Petri nets

models is the ability to translate numeric data into linguistic
constructs that can then be easily converted into testable
hypotheses. It is also worth remarking that the quality values

assigned by fuzzy Petri net to determine confidence values
for bases called in DNA sequencing are much more informa-
tive. We have shown here, that the FPN model is appropriate

and can reach the same accuracy performance of available
software. The validation was achieved by comparing the re-
sults obtained with the FPN model and fuzzy logic using the

MATLAB Toolbox; both methods have the same reasoning
outcomes. It verifies that the confidence value of the bases
called can be successfully reasoned by the proposed FPN
model.
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